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Introduction: About 50 kyr ago the impact of an iron meteoroid excavated Meteor Crater, Arizona [1], the first terrestrial structure widely recognized as a meteorite impact crater. Recent studies of ballistically dispersed impact melts from Meteor Crater [2] indicate a compositionally unusually heterogeneous impact melt with high SiO2 and exceptionally high (10 to 25% on average) levels of projectile contamination. These are observations that must be explained by any theoretical modeling of the impact event.

Simple atmospheric entry models for an iron meteorite similar to Canyon Diablo indicate that the surface impact speed should have been around 12 km/s [Melosh, personal comm.], not the 15-20 km/s generally assumed in previous impact models [e.g., 4,5]. This may help explaining the unusual characteristics of the impact melt at Meteor Crater.

We present alternative initial estimates of the motion in the atmosphere of an iron projectile similar to Canyon Diablo, to constrain the initial conditions of the impact event that generated Meteor Crater.

Atmospheric Entry Model: To study the motion of an iron projectile in the Earth’s atmosphere we use the model of separated fragments, first suggested in [6] and later developed in [7,8,9]. In contrast to the widely used pancake model [10,11], that treats the disrupted meteoroid as a deformable (but continuous) liquid, this approximation allows us to define a mass-velocity distribution on the surface for the solid fragments that create craters (for high final velocity) or that may be found as meteorites (for low final velocity). The model takes into account successive fragmentation and ablation of individual fragments (where the number of fragments, n, is 1 at the beginning, and may be as large as a billion of fragments at the end). The meteoroid is subjected to disruption into a pair of fragments if dynamic loading exceeds its strength, which depends on the projectile type and size. The values for fragment mass and direction of repulsion are randomly defined. Usually fragments have a higher strength than the initial body, but may be disrupted again later into a new pair, and so on. The equation of motion is solved for each individual fragment [12], with an additional equation describing repulsion.

We begin our model with an iron projectile 30 m in diameter (1.67×10^6 kg) with an initial velocity of 18 km/s, impact angle of 45°, density of 7800 kg/m^3 and ablation coefficient of 0.07 s^2/km^2. The tensile strength of the Sikhote-Alin iron shower is known from laboratory measurements to be equal to 4.4×10^8 dyn/cm^2 for a 1 kg sample. However, the strength of larger bodies is substantially lower due to the presence of small cracks and faults. Moreover, each fragment may have its own unique strength. For this reason for every new fragment with mass m we use random variations of strength, distributed near an average value σ defined by a Weibull statistics: σ = σ0(m0/m)^α, where m0 and σ0 are the mass and the strength values of the Sikhote-Alin sample, α is a constant in the range 0.1-0.25, depending on the projectile type. The final result, in terms of the size-frequency distribution of the fragments and their velocities, may differ substantially depending on a random choice of strength: in some cases a “strong” fragment survives the flight and creates a large crater, while in other occasions there are many smaller fragments which strike the surface with lower velocity, equivalent to a loose projectile.

Results: Figure 1 shows the final velocity versus mass of fragments larger than 10^4 kg. “Red” and “blue” variants represent the case of a “strong” projectile, in which one dominant fragment of mass of 4-6×10^4 kg strikes the surface with final velocity ~16 km/s. In the “black” variant, equivalent to a “weak” projectile, all fragments are smaller than 8×10^6 kg and the final velocity is less than 14 km/s. The smallest fragments decelerate to 4 km/s (without doubts, the disruption produce also smaller fragments down to tiny, cm-sized fragments, which strike the surface with terminal velocity, but we excluded them from our simulations). On average, there is a correlation between final velocity and final fragment mass. However, because of multiple fragmentation some small fragments reach the surface with unusually high velocities, up to 16 km/s. These fragments have separated from larger fragments late with no time for de-

Figure 1: Distribution of final velocity versus mass for fragments larger than 10^4 kg. Variants with one dominant fragment and final velocity of 16 km/s (“strong” projectile) are shown in red and blue. Variants with small fragments and final velocity less than 14 km/s (“weak” projectile) are shown in black.
Figure 2: Cumulative number of fragments for the “strong” (red and blue in Fig. 1) and “weak” (black in Fig. 1) projectile cases. 
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Figure 2 shows the cumulative number of fragments for the “strong” and the “weak” projectile cases. In the weak variant the total number of small (500-1000 kg) fragments is 2 times larger (not to mention billions of smaller pieces).

Figure 3 shows the final “strewn field” created by the fragments. In reality this is not a true strewn field, since the fragments separation is smaller than the overlap of the craters formed by their impact. Strewn fields are typical for smaller entry masses; the largest crater in the Earth’s strewn field does no exceed 300 m [13].

The variant on the left corresponds to the “strong” variant from Fig.1, on the right – to the “weak” one. The size of the largest crater on the left defined by scaling laws [14] is only a bit less than 1 km and certainly will be even larger because of additional smaller impacts. All crater on the right are less than 300 m, however, their overlap may finally lead to a km-size, but shallow crater, as it was found in the experiments [15]. The dispersion of the craters is of about 400 m in both variants.

**Discussion:** An accurate inspection of the post-impact crater physical parameters [16] indicates that besides the strong control of the crater shape by regional jointing (its unique “square shape”) [17], Meteor Crater is a typical simple crater, with depth/diameter ratio of 0.19 within the statistical range of values listed for bowl shaped lunar craters [18,19].

Thus, we argue that the first scenario - one (or a few) tight largest fragment striking with the velocity of about 16 km/s and a 400m diameter cloud of smaller fragments striking with substantially lower velocity of 6-12 km/s – may agree best with field data.
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Figure 3: Final distribution of craters generated by impacting fragments on the surface for two the two main variants (“strong” projectile on the left and “weak” projectile on the right) of figure 2.
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